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A NOTE ON MAXIMAL SUBGROUPS IN 
FINITE GROUPS 

R.R. Khazal 

It is well known that if a finite group G has exactly one maximal 
subgroup then IGI is divisible by one prime only and G is cyclic. In this 
connection one might ask whether if G has exactly two or three maximal 
subgroups the above result could be extended. If G has exactly three 
maximal subgroups then neither G needs to cyclic nor it is required for 
IGI to be divisible by three primes. Klein 4- group V is an example. 
I-Iowever, in the other case, it is shown here that G is indeed divisible 
by two primes only and G is cyclic. Using this fact , it is proved further 
that if a group G has exactly two ith maximal subgroups then all the 
Sylow subgroups of G are cyclic and therefore G is supersolvable. One 
may recall that X; is an ith maximal subgroup of a group G if there exists 
a series Xo G =:l X1 =:l X 2 =:l ... =:l X; of subgroups where X k is a 
maximal subgroup of X k - 1 , 1 ~ k ~ i. All groups considered in this note 
are fin ite. 

Lemma 1. If a group G has exact/ν Iwo maximal subgroups theπ G is 
mφoteπt . 

Proof Let M and M* be the two maximal subgroups of G. If M 1. G then 
Nc(M) = M since M is maximal and [G : Nc(M)] ~ 2. I-Iowever [G : 
Nc(M)] is also the number of conjugates of M in G and since conjugate 
of a maximal subgroup is again a maximal subgroup it fo llows that [G : 
Nc (M )] = 2 i.e. [G : M] = 2. This implies M으G. S되1m띠n피lil때a따r띠 111*~G. Since 
all the maximal subgroups of G are normal it follows that G is nilpotent 

Lemma 2. There exisls no p-group which has exactly two maximal sub
grolips. 
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Proof Suppose the assertion is false. Then S = {XIX is a p• group and 
X has exactly two maxirr때 subgroups } =1 0. Claim that if X E S then 
X is cyclic. Suppose the daim is false, then S , = {YIY E S and Y is not 
cydic} ￥ 0. Let yo be an element of S, of least possible order. Therefore, 
if T E S\ S, then T is cyclic. Suppose M and M' are t he two maximal 
subgroups of yo and lYol = pn. We need to consider two cases : 않e l. 

MnM ’ =< e >, Case 11. M, n M' ￥<e> 
Case 1. λf n M' =< e >. Since M and M' are each normal in G, it 
f이lows that YO = M. M' and IYol = IMI.IM*I . Thus pn = pn-l . pn-l and 
pn = p'. Therefore YO is elementary abel ian since it is not cyclic. If a and 
b are elements of YO then < a >, < b >, < ab > are all maximal subgroups 
of YO and we have a contradiction. Hence in this case it follows that S, 
must be empty. 
Case 11. M n M' =1< e >. Let T = M n M* and observe that T으G. Now 
consider YO/T. It is a p-group , M/T , M* /T ani‘ two maximal subgroups 
of YO/T = YO and γ。 does not have any other maximal subgroup besides 
M and M' , since Iγ。 1 < IYo I it follows that YO E S\ Si . Hence Y 0 is cyclic, 
i.e. YO =< 조 > for some 조 e γ。‘ This implies YO = < x ,T > = < x > since 
T is indeed tbe Fratt ini subgroup of yo and we again have a contradiction. 
Therefore S, must be empty and every element in S must be cyclic. If 
X E X then X has got exactly one subgroup L of index p which must a 
maximal subgroup of X. Any other subgroup of X will be contained in 
L and therefore X cannot bave another maximal subgroup. Thus S must 
be empty and tbis proves the assertion in tbe lemma. 

We omit t he proof of the following well known result. 

Lemma 3. Jf a g7'OUp G has exactly one maximal subgroup then G is a 
cyclic p-g7'OUp 

Theorem 1. Let G be a group which has onlν two maximal subg7'Oups. 
Then G is cyclic and IG I is divisible by two d싫inct primes. 

P7'Oof By Lemma 1, G is nilpotent and G = P, x P, x ... X Pm, where 
P; is the Sylow p‘ subgroup of G. We claim that m = 2. Suppose m > 2 
and consider P; (note m =1 1 by Lemma 2). If P; does not have a proper 
subgroup then Pi is cyclic of prime order and if Pi has proper subgroup 
wemay ∞nclude t hat P; has some maximal subgroup L;. ln either of the 
cases G has a maximal subgroup H = P, x P, x . .. X P;-l X Pi+l x . .. x P m 
in the first case and H = P, x P, x ‘ .. X P;-1 X L‘ X Pi+l X ... X Pm in 
the second case. Thus for each i there is a maximal subgroup of G and 
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therefore m = 2 and G = P1 X Pz. Evidently, neither P1 nor Pz can have 
more than one maximal subgroup. Consequently, it implies that P1 and 
P2 are both cyclic and therefore G is cyclic and t he theorem is proved. 

The following well known theorem due to B. Huppert is used in t he 
proof of Theorem 3. We mention it here for the sake of completeness. 

Theorem 2. If eve대 maximal subgroup of a group G is supersolvable 
ihen G is solvable 

Lemma 4. If every Sνlow subgroup of a group G is cyclic then G is 
supersolvable. 

Proof By induction every maximal subgroup of G is supersolvable and 
hence G is solvable. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Then N 
is cyclic and therefore has prime order. Consider G / N . lt is supersolvable 
by induction 뻐d so G is supersolvable. 

T heor em 3. lf a group G has only iwo iih maximal subgroups fOl' some 
inieger i ihen the Sνlow subgroups of G are cyclic and G is supe7'solvable 
Proof Let M k denote a kth maximal subgroup of G and consider an 
(i - l)th maximal subgroup M i- 1 . Either Mi-l has no proper subgroup 
in which case Mi-I is cyclic of prime order or else M•, bas at most two 
maximal subgroups. ln either of the cases M • , is cyclic. If Mi-Z is an 
(i - 2)th maximal subgroup then it now f，이 lows that each one of its Sylow 
su bgroup must be cyclic and therefore 1\1i _ 2 is supersolvable‘ Let M i - i be 
an (i - j)the maximal subgroup and assume that all the Sylow subgroups 
of M i_ j are cyclic. Every Sylow subgroup of an (i - j - l )th maximal 
subgroup M i - i - 1 is contained in some (i - j)th maximal subgroup and so 
is cyclic. It now follows by induction that every Sylow subgroup of G is 
cycl ic and by lemma 3 is supersolvable and the proof is complete. 

It was remarked earlier that if a group G possesses exactly t hree max 
imal subgroups then the order of G need not be divisible by three primes, 
G could be a p-group. In fact for such a p- group the prime p must be 2 

Proposition. There is no p-group for odd p wiih exactly three maximal 
subgroups 

Proof Let Pl'PZ'뀐 be three maximal subgroups of a p- group P ,p ￥ 2 
and IPI = pn. If P, n P2 =< e > t배he잉n IP,P21 = I P꺼I imp미lies pn = p2 2 

so t빼h따뼈aμt 양휩갇 =3뼈a뻐n뼈d야p=2김，aμcontr 
con따떠l엽s잉l버de앙rP꺼/N. If N ~ P3 and P/N is a p-group with exactly two maximal 
subgroup PJ/N and Pz/N which is impossible. T hus N = p,nPZnP3 and 
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IP/NI = pn' for some integer n'. Since two max:imal subgroups PI!N and 
P2/N of P/N intersect trivially, pn' = p2 and once again we get p = 2, 
a contradiction. Therefore the assumption that the proposition is false is 
wrong and the proof is complete. 

The nonabelian 2-groups are all class퍼ed πhm.14.9 p.91 , [1]]. Evi 
dently, abelian groups having exactly three maximal subgroups can have 
the order divisible by at most three primes . In fact a group with three 
maximal subgroups which is not a p--group must be cycl ic and its order is 
divisible by three primes ‘ 

Theorem 4. A group G which has exactly three maximal subgroups and 
is not a group 0/ prime power order is necessarily cyclic and its order is 
divisible by at most three pπmes 

Proof Let M1 , M2, M3 be the maximal subgroups of G. lf none of M，으G， 

i = 1,2,3 then Na(Md = M1 and [G : Na(M.)] = number of conjugates 
of M1 = 3. For if [G : Na(M.)] = 2 then [G : M 1] = 2 and so M1으G 
This however implies the indices of all the maximal subgroups are same 
If pl[G : Na(M 1)] = [G : M1] then there is a maximal subgroup containing 
a Sylow p--subgroup and its index is prime to p. Consequently, the index 
M1 is not divisible by p and we have a contradiction. Hence M1으G. T his 
implies M2으G as otherwise, [G : Na(M2)] = [G : M2] = number of conju
gate of M2 = 2 unless M3으G. lf M:잉G then M2 is not conjugate of M3 or 
M1 and therefore M2으G. lf on the other hand [G : M2] = 2, M2으G and 
again M3 then is necessarily normal in G. Thus all the Sylow subgroups of 
G are normal and G = P1 X P2 x ... X Pm where P,‘ is a Sylow p;- subgroup 
of G. Note m ~ 3, as otherwise G will have more than three maximal 
subgroups. Thus IGI is divisible by at most three primes and m = 2 or 
3. However if m = 2 i.e. G = P1 X P2 then G will have either less than 
three or more than three maximal subgroups. This follows easily from the 
consideration of maximal subgroups of P1 and P2. Thus m = 3 and P; 
has at most one maximal subgroup i = 1,2,3. This however implies that 
G is cyclic and the proof is complete 

CorolIary. A group G ωhich has exactly three second maxιmal subgroups 
is solvable. 

Proof If M is any maximal subgroup of G then M has at most three maxi
mal subgroups and therefore M is either cyclic or is a 2-group. Thus every 
maximal subgroup of G is supersolvable and consequently G is solvable. 

Remark. A group satisfying the condition in the corollary above will have 
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cyciic Sylow subgroups corresponding to odd prime divisors of the g roup 
order. A. is an example of such group. 
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